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ABSTRACT
Spirometry is the gold standard for managing and diagnosing
obstructive lung diseases. Clinical spirometers, however, are
expensive and have limited portability. Vortex whistles have
shown promise as a potential substitute for clinical spirometers.
While vortex whistles are low-cost and are highly portable,
only a subset of common spirometry measurements can be
measured reliably. Moreover, no research studies have evalu-
ated characteristics of human interaction with vortex whistles,
such as maneuver learnability and mental effort. We present
a modified 3D-printed vortex whistle design that enables esti-
mation of spirometry measures not previously attainable with
traditional vortex whistles. We evaluate the whistle using a
pulmonary waveform generator (a commercial standard) and
map parameters of the whistle construction to spirometry test
endpoints. Through a human subjects trial we evaluate how
to personalize whistle parameters for different subjects and
assess cognitive workload while using a vortex whistle. We
show that, with personalization, vortex whistles are as effec-
tive as clinical spirometers for identifying moderate airway
obstruction and require similar cognitive load to use.
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic disease management typically requires periodic data
collection for assessing disease progression, but patient com-
pliance and behavior can pose significant challenges [2, 14].
Technology can play a pivotal role in overcoming these chal-
lenges and facilitating data collection for a number of chronic
diseases, such as pulmonary ailments like asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). For these ailments,
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Figure 1. (Top) Our custom vortex spirometry whistle and example user.
(Bottom) Pulmonary waveform generator testing environment.

monitoring symptoms and collecting periodic lung function
measures is critical for managing treatment and reducing ex-
acerbations [20]. The most accepted form of lung function
measurement is known as spirometry—where a subject ex-
hales forcefully through a flow monitoring device [13].

Existing research in ubiquitous health has made strides into
low-cost spirometry sensing [15, 16, 9] from mobile phone
microphones by processing lip reverberation sounds and vocal
resonances. Such systems, however, require machine learning
models driven by time-consuming, exhaustive data collection.
Moreover, these systems are brittle to changes in the sensing
hardware or from sounds different than those trained upon.
For healthcare systems, these types of disadvantages are po-
tentially devastating to the intended impact of the technology—
the accuracy of the health sensing could fluctuate with different
mobile phone hardware or from subjects not represented well
by the training corpus. Therefore, the technology becomes
less reliable and is not adopted as quickly [24, 6].

Finally, spirometry is a difficult, effort dependent maneuver
that requires intense concentration and training. Relatively
little research has investigated how individuals can learn the
spirometry maneuver outside of a clinical setting. To address
these research challenges, we investigate the use of a vor-
tex whistle in spirometry, further called Vortex Spirometry.
Vortex whistles are special whistles that change their audible
frequency in proportion to the flow rate of air passing through
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them. The idea is not new: research dating back to 1999 [12,
28, 27] has demonstrated that certain spirometry values are
viable to be measured using vortex whistles. In 2016, Goel et
al. [9] investigated the use of 3D-printed vortex whistles for
assessing spirometry measures from mobile phones in mildly
obstructed and healthy volunteers. While vortex spirometry
has been studied for over a decade, whistle design and ease of
learning have yet to be systematically investigated.

In this study, we analyze the feasibility of vortex spirometry
in ubiquitous healthcare research:

• We present new designs for 3D-printed vortex whistles that
employ a tubular side whistle and dynamic flow diverter
to more reliably sense flow measurements. Parameters of
the design are quantified mathematically for their ability to
estimate flow rates during a spirometry maneuver.

• We use commercial standard spirometer testing equipment
to test the capabilities of the vortex whistles, enabling the
investigation of whistle performance for both healthy and
severely ill patients.

• We present robust algorithms for sensing a range of differ-
ent lung function measures—all of which are capable of
running directly on the smartphone (i.e., no need for a cloud
infrastructure).

• We evaluate how whistle dimensions can be personalized
for individuals based on their expected peak flow rate.

• We evaluate ease of learning spirometry with and without a
vortex whistle using metrics of task difficulty and perceived
cognitive load.

We conclude that vortex spirometry is effective at detecting
moderate and large airway obstruction when personalization
and a side whistle are used. While our human subjects study
reveals learning to perform a spirometry maneuver with a vor-
tex whistle is not reliable, results also indicate that perceived
cognitive load while using a vortex spirometer is comparable
to that of a clinical spirometer.

SPIROMETRY FOR UBIQUITOUS HEALTH MANAGEMENT
A vital role of ubiquitous computing is helping use technology
to manage chronic diseases. Abowd argues that health manage-
ment should be at the forefront of applications in ubiquitous
and collective computing research:

We are increasingly able to collect clinically meaningful
data outside of clinical spaces such as the doctor’s office
and hospital. Soon, such data will dwarf that received
from clinical spaces... [2]

This paper builds upon our previous research, adding novel
3D-printed designs, continued development of algorithms, and
extensive evaluation of the technology focused on its role in
managing chronic lung diseases.

Chronic Lung Disease Management
Managing chronic lung diseases commonly includes peak flow
measurement and symptom monitoring [20]. Daily Symp-
tom Diaries, on the other hand, are an excellent method of
improving the management of a wide variety of conditions

Figure 2. Lung obstructions as measured by different spirometry tests.
Image manipulated from cancerpreventiondaily.com

and diseases. Daily monitoring and recording of symptoms
has shown to be beneficial as a method of helping patients
manage their symptoms [3] and as a method of assessing the
effectiveness of treatment options [10]. Peak flow monitoring
is measured as an indicator for large airway obstruction. It is
cheap and easy to measure, but has limited predictive power
[8, 23].

Next generation management tools will collect spirometry
measures that better measure airway inflammation—measures
beyond peak flow. To better understand airway inflammation,
Figure 2 shows the types of airway sizes. Peak flow measure-
ments do not change with small airway obstruction [17]. This
is because the diaphragm and chest wall can move air force-
fully through the trachea and bronchi even without the small
airways. Not until the larger airways become obstructed does
the peak flow begin to measurably reduce. Volume measures,
such as the volume exhaled in the first second (FEV1), change
slightly with moderate inflammation of the small airways [17].
However, there must be considerable buildup of small air-
way obstruction to cause measurable changes in the volume
produced. The most accepted measure for small airway ob-
struction is FEF25−75, the average flow measured between
25% and 75% of the total lung volume. Even so, given that
this measure depends on the accurate calculation of the total
lung volume, it can be difficult to reliably reproduce [17, 21].
This further highlights the importance of motivating patients to
perform maximal-effort spirometry maneuvers [22]. Moving
beyond peak flow monitoring is critical to the capture of small
airway inflammation and obstruction. Once logged, measures
such as FEF25−75 can be analyzed with air quality and location
to better understand patient triggers. These triggers can remain
elusive to individuals that have managed chronic lung disease
for decades [26].

Vortex Spirometry vs. Other Methods
Vortex spirometry has a number of advantages over other
spirometry sensing techniques. Traditional spirometers are
accurate, but costly. Because they are meant for use in the
presence of a trained technical coach, they have limited in-
terfaces for giving users feedback and have limited coaching
features. For home spirometry, these devices are too costly to
deploy except for the most severe cases [5, 14, 4].

Low-cost turbine devices have also been proposed [11]. These
devices have typically less accurate volume measurements
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and require replacement of the turbine to remain accurate.
As such, these devices are not widely used outside of peak
flow monitoring. Researchers have investigated the use of tur-
bines with mobile phone gaming [19], although this interface
concentrated only on peak flow measurement.

Finally, our previous research [15, 9] used only the mobile
phone microphone to infer spirometry measures. That is, users
blew at the mobile phone from a short distance and the phone
recorded the sound. These systems require a large amount
of data collected from a specific microphone configuration
across a wide variety of patient demographics. The signal
processing and machine learning requires a cloud-connected
device to offload the computation. Moreover, the process has
been evaluated mostly on healthy volunteers. In follow up
studies, we reported a high number of false negatives from the
system [9]. As such, the utility of the system for managing
diseases is diminished. Participants in the study also had
significant errors in reproducing the test, not knowing how
far away to hold the phone or how to orient mouth position.
Perhaps the most challenging part of the system is its reliance
on specific hardware of the device, since amplitude measures
from the microphone do not generalize well across a variety of
mobile devices. In follow-up work, separate models for each
phone type were required, necessitating a time-consuming
data collections process for each phone. While amplitude
measurement does not generalize well across phone hardware,
detecting frequency can generalize well and does not suffer
from the non-linear effects of phone position and distance.

Vortex whistles convert airflow into predictable frequency
changes. Detecting frequency as a proxy for flow rate is a
relatively simple calculation. However, volume measures are
still difficult to infer from the flow rate because the vortex
whistle must be at a minimum flow rate to generate sound.
Moreover, the formation of the vortex inside the whistle takes
time to develop. As such, critical measures at the start and end
of the test are not directly measurable [9, 7]. To mitigate these
problems, we manipulated the design of the whistle to include
a tubular whistle and dynamic flow diverter (discussed later).

The vortex whistle, then, has some key advantages over other
spirometry sensing methods for use outside the clinic. First,
vortex whistles are easy to use with a mouthpiece, obviating
the need for users to focus on mouth shape (as with [15, 9]).
Second, whistles allow for local processing of the spirometry
signal making the design more portable and enabling a UI that
can be responsive to the flow rate (i.e., the creation of a game).
Third, the additional cost of the whistle is extremely low—less
than $2 USD to 3D print it and even lower to produce at scale.
Fourth, frequency detection based sensing allows the method
to generalize well across a wide variety of mobile hardware.
Finally, the sound generated by the whistle may act as another
form of feedback for the user. This is particularly important
because users should internalize what a valid spirometry test
feels like. The dimension of sound may help internalize this
process, thus increasing the reliability of the test.

Vortex whistle spirometry is gaining commercial traction.
DigiDoc technologies, at the time of writing this paper, is
creating a commercial product using a vortex whistle as a peak

flow monitor (http://www.digidoctech.no). The beta version
of the whistle is made to look like a fish and is geared toward
pediatric spirometry. In this paper, we compare performance
of our 3D-printed design to the beta version of the DigiDoc
fish whistle for measuring peak flow.

PULMONARY WAVEFORM GENERATION
Commercial spirometers have strict requirements for meet-
ing criteria such as acceptable ranges for the measurement
of flow, the measurement of scalar values like PEF and FVC,
and also the highest acceptable back pressure into the mouth-
piece. Moreover, the American Thoracic Society (ATS) has
set standards for spirometers to classify poor spirometry tests
[18]. A spirometry curve might contain a cough, a hesitation
at the beginning of the test, or an early stop (the participant
does not exhale for long enough). To ensure that spirometers
can accurately meet all criteria, a testing device known as a
pulmonary waveform generator (PWG) was created (Figure
1, bottom). A pulmonary waveform generator consists of a
large piston that is controlled by a number of actuators and
motors—it is about the size of a small refrigerator. Using the
PWG, arbitrary flow and volume waveforms can be created,
as long as the total volume is less than the total volume of the
piston and as long as flow does not exceed the force that the
motors can apply to compress the piston.

In this paper, we use a PistonMedical PWG-33 pulmonary
waveform generator to generate custom calibration flow pro-
files for characterizing our vortex spirometry whistles. We
also use standardized waveforms from the ATS to evaluate
our algorithms for converting the whistle sounds into a con-
tinuous inferred flow rate. These curves allow us to simulate
flow and volume waveforms from individuals with healthy
lung function, asthma, and COPD. Moreover, the PWG uses a
motor controller with feedback to generate the curves. This
means the controller can adjust the force on the piston to com-
pensate for varying back pressures that may cause different
output flow rates than what are specified in the waveform files.
These feedback sensors are also logged so that we know the
total back pressure exerted from the test and the actual output
flow rate that the PWG was able to produce. For low back
pressures, the controller can easily compensate to create an
identical curve to the input. As the back pressure increases to
levels much higher than the specified ATS criteria, the PWG
can produce distorted flow rate outputs. When we perform our
testing with the PWG, we log the maximum back pressure for
each test and whether we can see any visible distortion.

WHISTLE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
A vortex whistle is a specific type of whistle which emits a
frequency that is directly affected, and determined by, the flow
rate of air passing through it [27]. Typically, vortex whistles
consist of a hollowed, cylindrical main chamber, an inlet cham-
ber that is tangential to the main chamber, and a smaller outlet
cylinder atop the main chamber. Air enters the main chamber
via the inlet chamber, rotates around the circumference of the
main chamber, and creates a vortex before it escapes through
the outlet (see Figure 3). As air enters the outlet, the rotation
speed increases and the air begins to exit the body of the whis-
tle, producing a sound with pitch corresponding to rotation
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speed. The pitch of the sound escaping the outlet chamber
varies directly with the inlet flow rate, allowing for the direct
mapping of frequency to flow rate.

The critical analysis of the vortex whistle is done using the
frequency of the sound created from the vortex as it exits the
outlet. The frequency can be determined by using measure-
ments of whistle components in the following equation:

f =
U

2πRA
sin(θ)

√
1

R f (L+∆L)

where U is the flow rate of air, R is the radius of the vortex in
the cylindrical cavity, A is the cross-sectional area of the inlet,
θ is related to the angle of the formed vortex, R f is the average
radius of the staying fluid, L is the length of the outlet cylinder,
and ∆L is the length of the protruding part of the staying fluid
[28]. Therefore, the frequency is linearly proportional to the
flow rate, U , and inversely proportional to the cross sectional
area of the inlet. Also note that some of the parameters in the
above equation are difficult to infer mathematically, necessi-
tating that the linear relationship between flow and frequency
be determined empirically [12, 25].

The initial design of our 3D-printed whistle consisted of the
previously-mentioned components; a main chamber, an inlet,
and an outlet. After testing this original device, it became clear
that it would be difficult to obtain several important data-points
from the effort. Shortly after beginning an effort, the flow rate
is high and the frequencies emitted by the vortex are strong;
however, as the vortex begins to form the emitted frequency is
weak and undetectable. Similarly, as the flow rate decreases
at the end of an effort, the vortex begins to degrade and the
emitted frequency becomes undetectable. As a result, the
original design was incapable of producing a strong enough
frequency at the beginning and end of an effort, preventing the
calculation of Forced Vital Capacity (FVC), an inherent issue
with standard vortex whistles [7] .

To compensate for this pitfall, a side whistle was added to the
design. Unlike vortex whistles, aerodynamic whistles gener-
ate a strong frequency at low flow rates—an ideal addition
to the design to allow for the detection of the low flow rates
produced at the beginning and end of an effort. In order to
prevent the whistle from interfering with the frequencies gen-
erated by the vortex, the length of the whistle’s chamber and
the diameter of the whistle inlet were modified. Additionally,
aerodynamic whistles’ frequencies change with pressure [27].
Therefore, when the vortex whistle’s pitch is at its maximum,
more pressure is created inside the mouthpiece, including the
side whistle. This causes the pitch of the side whistle to jump
to a higher frequency and avoid interfering with the pitch of
the vortex. Through iterative testing, it became apparent that
additional modifications must be made to the side whistle pa-
rameters to create a pitch which was not irritating to the human
ear. After suitable side whistle parameters were identified, the
whistle was attached to the side of the device. The inlet was
expanded and a splitter was added to divide airflow between
the main chamber and the side whistle. Although air would
travel through the side whistle, airflow experienced less resis-

Figure 3. Final vortex whistle design including side whistle and side
stack. (Blue: side stack; Yellow: mouthpiece; Purple: side whistle; Red:
downstream tube; Grey: body). Phases refer to those in Figure 5.

tance traveling through the main chamber than it did traveling
through the side whistle. As a result, the frequency emitted
from the side whistle was weak and inconsistent.

To solve this problem, we modified the design to force air
through the side whistle at low flow rates and through the
main chamber at higher flow rates. A chamber containing
a weighted ball, referred to as the side stack, was added to
top of the device’s inlet. The side stack effectively closes
the passage into the main chamber until the flow has enough
force to lift the ball against gravity and then closes it again
when the flow rate decreases enough for the ball to return
to its origin. In order to assist airflow in lifting the ball, the
angle of side stack chamber was adjusted to a 45-degree slope.
After additional design iterations, the chamber was given a
conical shape to prevent the imperfect, 3D-printed ball from
getting stuck during its ascent or descent mid-effort. With this
updated design, the side whistle emits a strong frequency at
the beginning and end of each effort while the vortex is able
to form and emit a strong frequency immediately preceding
and following the time of peak flow. The final design can be
seen in Figure 3, along with the annotated airflow for different
phases of the tests (beginning:1, middle:2, end:3).

Component Testing
During testing of the whistle components, several important
discoveries were made which impacted the final design of the
whistle as well as the methodologies of analysis. When testing
a whistle comprised of large-sized components, we discovered
that when a peak flow of 11 L/s was tested, the back pressure
was so significant that the pulmonary waveform generator (dis-
cussed in Section 3) would consistently abort the test. A peak
flow of 11 L/s is large, but not atypical for an adult male with
mid-range height. According to the ATS, a clinical spirometer
should be able to measure flows up to 15 L/s [18]. In order to
meet these spirometer standards, we needed to make adjust-
ments to the design to accommodate higher flow rates to allow
a larger volume of air to travel through the whistle while still
forming a stable vortex. To accomplish this, a series of circular
vents were added to the side stack, allowing a portion of the
air to escape near peak flow. Because these vents were placed
above the resting position of the ball in the side stack, air was
only able to escape when the flow rate was significant enough
to raise the ball above the vents. Furthermore, by limiting
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Figure 4. An arrangement of modular whistle components. (Top:
side stack and mouthpiece; Middle: downstream tube; Bottom Left:
weighted ball; Bottom Right: whistle base with attached side whistle).

the total area of the vents, a controlled portion of the air is
still forced into the main chamber, creating a stable vortex.
This design modification allows for a wider range of peak flow
values by mitigating back flow while ensuring the creation of
a stable vortex.

After completion of the whistle design, an interesting phe-
nomenon was discovered; during an effort, the frequency emit-
ted by the side whistle changes slightly with flow rate. After
researching this phenomenon, we discovered that aerodynamic
whistles change frequency as the pressure of air entering the
whistle changes [27]. Given this finding, it is likely that before
the flow rate raises the ball in the side stack and after the ball
returns to its origin, the pressure inside the inlet changes, af-
fecting the frequency of the side whistle. Although this finding
was unexpected, the additional data point was used as a feature
in the machine learning regression.

Modular Component Design
In order for the final whistle design to produce accurate, reli-
able data for users of different age, height, and sex, the whistle
was designed with a modular foundation. With the exception
of the whistle base and the side whistle, each of the whistle
components have a "Small," "Medium," and "Large" variation
that affect the range and strength of the frequency emitted by
the vortex as well as the side whistle. Each of the the 3D-
printed components have a tolerance of 0.20 mm, ensuring a
firm fit while allowing for easy removal. A variety of whistle
components can be seen in Figure 4 and whistle parameters
can be seen in Table 1.

Small Medium Large
Down. Tube Length 16 mm 22 mm 28 mm

Inlet Area 45 mm2 61 mm2 108 mm2

Side Stack Area 35π mm2 45π mm2 55π mm2

Ball Weight 0% infill 10% infill 20% infill
Table 1. Table of Whistle Parameters. We also examined the effect of a
side stack area of 0 mm2.

Estimating Waveform Criteria from Whistle Dimensions
Using the PWG, we created a series of custom calibration flow
waveforms that linearly raised to a peak flow value, sustained
peak flow, and then linearly decreased flow to zero. The
plateau of these waveforms was increased in steps of 1 L/s
from 1 up to 15 L/s (See Figure 5). These calibration files
were created so that we could empirically investigate the audio
and flow relationship of the vortex whistle as a function of
the designed parameters. We set out to determine, for each
of the whistle configurations, (A/B) what is the minimum
flow rate at which the vortex becomes detectable and stops
being detectable, (C/D) at what flow rate does the side whistle
become detectable and stops being detectable, (E) what was
the maximum back pressure recorded by the PWG for a given
flow rate, and (F) at what flow rate does the vortex become
turbulent and non-linearly related to frequency? These criteria
are enumerated in Figure 5.

For each of the 108 whistle combinations, we recorded the
15 custom waveform files and annotated the resulting 1620
spectrograms for each of the criteria (A-F). This data enabled
the creation of polynomial models mapping from the input
whistle dimensions to the output criteria. We used regressions
that included a bias term, the max input flow rate for a file,
each dimension of the whistle, and the interaction terms for
each dimension. Therefore, for each whistle we could predict
each criterion (A-F) from the whistle dimensions and expected
maximum flow rate. We also employed feature selection to
reduce the number terms in the polynomial model. Figure 6
shows an example of the actual and predicted maximum back
pressure for different whistle configurations and flow rates,
with the corresponding regression equation. Two scatter plots
are shown, one that uses all parameters for estimation and one
that uses only a few parameters.

PERSONALIZING WHISTLE CONSTRUCTION
We investigate if personalizing whistles can provide more
accurate spirometry measures for individuals with decreased
lung function. In particular, we are interested in knowing if
we can minimize the minimum flow rate at which the vortex
becomes audible, while also minimizing the highest expected
back pressure. We created a personalization algorithm that
takes, as input, the expected peak flow rate for an individual
and outputs the dimensions of all whistle parameters.

Algorithm: Whistle Dimension Selection
Ideally, a vortex whistle spirometer would (1) begin to have
an audible vortex at low flow rates, (2) would remain audible
for as long as possible during the forced exhalation, (3) would
exert only slight back pressure, and (4) would retain a linear
frequency-to-flow relationship up to the maximum peak flow
rate for an individual. However, the whistle dimensions for
these design criteria contradict one another and, therefore,
must be traded off.

Design criteria (3) and (4) can be simplified since minimizing
back pressure will also ensure the frequency to flow profile
remains linear (especially for the low back pressure rates we
strive for in spirometry). Design criteria (1) and (2) are also
closely related to one another, although we know that the
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Figure 5. The PWG flow profile and spectrogram from whistle audio for a custom flow waveform. This waveform is used to characterize the design
parameters of the vortex whistles, which are listed on the right.

Figure 6. Predicted and actual back pressure from empirically deter-
mined mapping.

weight of the ball valve has more effect on initial vortex au-
dibility than end of test audibility. The beginning of the test
can also many times be inferred from the audibility of the side
whistle, which becomes audible at much lower flow rates than
the vortex. Because the initial blast of the maneuver occurs
in a short period, there are only a few samples to interpret
between initial blast and peak flow rate. Therefore, it is easier
to interpolate the flow rate, even if the vortex does not become
audible until just before peak flow is reached. In contrast, we
would like the audibility of the ending vortex to be as low as
possible (as long as back pressure is acceptable). We therefore
use the following heuristic:

1. We create an exhaustive list of the different whistle config-
urations we investigated and calculate max back pressure
and minimum audibility for the vortex beginning and end,
denoted as set Call

2. Based on the subject’s demographic information, we use a
peak flow percentile chart to estimate their predicted peak
flow, PEF

3. Using this peak flow rate, we find all whistle configurations
with minimum audible vortex end flow rates that are less
than one tenth of peak flow, but also maximum peak flow
rates above PEF, C1 =Call ∩CUend<PEF/10∩CUmax>PEF

4. We then eliminate all configurations with minimum audible
vortex starting flow rates less then one half peak flow C2 =
C1∩CUstart<PEF/2

5. Finally, we select the whistle configuration with the mini-
mum back pressure, p, from the remaining whistle configu-
rations, Cselected = argmin pressure(C2)

Using this heuristic, we can be reasonably sure that the vortex
sound is adequate for flow estimation during the bulk of the
test and minimize the exerted back pressure for the allowable
whistle configurations.

Algorithm: Frequency Detection and Regression
For estimating the flow rate, we employ a two step process:
(1) frequency and harmonic following and (2) linear multi-
variate ridge regression. Our frequency following algorithm
searches for the expected frequencies within three distinct fre-
quency bands. We use the detected frequencies in each band
as features for regressing the actual ground truth flow rate.

An effort from a user results in several continuously generated
frequencies. Figure 7 (left) shows a spectrogram of the audio
up to 7kHz. Notice that the vortex sound occupies the fre-
quency range from about 300Hz up to 2kHz, the side whistle
from about 1.5kHz up to 2kHz, and side whistle harmonic
from 5kHz up to 5.5kHz. When the flow rate through the whis-
tle reaches a critical point, the side whistle resonance jumps
exclusively to the 5kHz band, as designed. This helps the side
whistle and vortex frequencies to not overlap with one another.
We start our analysis by computing the spectrogram of the
entire audio sequence with sampling rate=44.1kHz, window
size=5ms, and overlap=4.3ms (we use rectangular windowing
for the highest possible frequency resolution). Each point in
the spectrogram is denoted as P(t, f ) where t and f are the
time and frequency.

We then take the linear sum of each window to estimate
the period of the audio with the loudest sound, tmax (Fig-
ure 7, step 1). We search within P(tmax± 20ms, f ) for the
highest frequency in the range of the vortex whistle, f PEF

vortex,
resulting in an estimate of where peak flow occurs. We
then use P(tPEF

vortex, f PEF
vortex) as a seed point to find the vor-

tex pitch (Figure 7, step 2). We iteratively search forward
in time over a range of 20Hz for the next largest magni-
tude, P(tseed + 1, fseed ± 20Hz), update the seed point, and
repeat. We stop search when the magnitude of the resonance
is sufficiently small, P(tseed , fseed)< 0.2P(tPEF

vortex, f PEF
vortex). We

then repeat the process from the original seed point, but this
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Figure 7. Overview of the frequency following algorithm and features extracted for regression.

time working backwards in time, P(tseed−1, fseed±20Hz) as
shown in Figure 7, step 2.

The times where the vortex frequency stops tracking, tend
vortex

and tstart
vortex are then used as new seed points in the frequency

band of the side whistle (Figure 7, step 3). The frequency
tracking is performed identically as before, but now using two
seed points to track the discontinuous resonances. Finally, we
track the harmonic of the side whistle using a seed point of
tmax identically to the method used for following the vortex
frequency (Figure 7, step 4). These three tracked resonances
are then saved as features to predict the ground truth flow rate
generated via the PWG (Figure 7, step 5).

To obtain ground truth the linear regression, we use the input
flow rate file from the pulmonary waveform generator. We
resample the sampling rate of the flow waveform to be at the
same as the input features (the input features have an effective
sampling rate of about 300Hz and the waveform file is 100Hz).
Finally, we align the curves based upon the time the vortex
reaches maximum frequency and when the peak flow occurs
in the waveform.

In addition to using the personalized, 3D-printed whistles,
we also used an injection molded vortex whistle designed to
measure peak flow. This whistle is an early prototype of a
commercial product to be released by DigiDoc Technologies.
This whistle does not use a ball or side whistle, so we manipu-
lated our frequency detection algorithm to only look for the
fundamental vortex frequency. The regression is based solely
from this single tracked resonance.

Results: Back Pressure Comparison
To test the whistles we connect different whistle configura-
tions to the pulmonary waveform generator and record audio
of standardized curves from the ATS. This results in 50 curves

(the same set of curves used to test commercial spirometers).
For each of the 50 curves, we collect data using a personalized
whistle configuration and a "one-size-fits-all" configuration.
The "one-sized" whistle was chosen to be mid-sized—to trade-
off sensitivity and back pressure. During the testing, maximum
back pressure and any visible distortion from the waveform
generator was logged by the experimenter.

Figure 8 shows distribution plots of the maximum measured
back pressure during the testing. When using a "one-sized"
whistle configuration it is apparent that back pressures are
significantly higher than those of a personalized configuration.
Personalized whistles resulted in curves with back pressures
largely below 2kPA. While this is comparatively lower than the
"one-sized" whistle, it is higher than commercial spirometers,
which have back pressures less than 1kPA. Also shown are
the number of tests for which the waveforms were not visibly
distorted. For personalized whistles, no visible distortion was
observed. The “one-sized" whistle only passed 41 of the 50
tests. This highlights the importance of adjusting whistle
dimensions to prevent curve distortion.

Results: Lung Function Measures
To test the personalization protocol, we create separate re-
gression models for each of the unique whistle configurations
used. Our personalization algorithm selected 5 different whis-
tle combinations across a range of peak flows from 0.5 to
14.6 L/s. For each whistle configuration, we cross validate the
prediction using leave-one-curve-out cross validation. That is,
we hold out each unique curve from the pulmonary waveform
generator and train the regression on the remaining curves.
The cross validation results in a predicted flow curve for each
test. Once we have a predicted flow rate, we can calculate
the volume curve by integrating the values. These two curves
allow the calculation of any exhaled spirometry measure. We
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Figure 8. Distribution plot of maximum back pressure for personalized
and "one-size-fits-all" whistle configurations.

report the results for PEF, FEV1, FVC, and FEV1%. To in-
vestigate the effect of personalization and the effect of the
side whistle, we train a regression model using the "one-sized"
whistle (A) and we train a regression model without using
frequency information from the side whistle (B). These are
compared to the personalized whistle configuration with a side
whistle (C). Finally, we compare our results to the injection
molded DigiDoc whistle (Digi). Because the DigiDoc whistle
is specifically designed for measuring PEF, we only compare
the results for PEF.

Figure 9 shows boxplots of percentage difference for each of
the measures, ŷ−y

y where y is the ground truth measure and
ŷ is the predicted measure. The FEV1/FVC measure is not
normalized, but is instead the raw difference (as it is already a
percentage). Each whistle configuration is grouped according
to A, B, C, and Digi, as described. Also shown are the number
of tests in each configuration that produced curves without
visual distortion (as measured by the pulmonary waveform
generator) and produced an audible vortex sound. Without
personalization (A) only 34 of the 50 curves produced an
audible vortex and distortion free curves. With personalization
(group B and C) 46 curves were valid. The 4 curves that failed
had peak flow rates less than 1 L/s and our personalization
algorithm failed to find a configuration supporting such low
flow rates. For the Digi group, 26 of the 50 curves were
valid. We also conducted an F-test of the residual variances
between each of the groups (the Jarque-Bera test revealed all
percentage residuals were sufficiently Gaussian to perform an
F-test). For PEF and FEV1/FVC, no group had significantly
different variances (p>0.05). For FEV1 and FVC, group C had
statistically smaller variance than all other groups (p<0.01).
Also for FVC, group A had significantly smaller variance than
group B. The impact of personalization was most apparent for
FEV1 with group C having an interquartile range (IQR) nearly
half the size of other groups. Moreover, the effect of the side
whistle is most apparent for estimating FVC, with groups A
and C having significantly smaller IQR than group B. These
results support a conclusion that personalization and the side
whistle are warranted for measuring volumetric spirometry
measures. Even so, a "one-size" whistle could still have utility
in diagnostic screenings, where it is not feasible to carry many
different sized pieces.

Figure 9. The percentage difference between ground truth and the pre-
dicted spirometry measures.

The injected molded DigiDoc whistle had superior estimation
of PEF (p<0.05). However, only 26 curves of the 50 produced
an audible vortex and distortion free curves. The personalized
whistles, on the other hand, could adjust their flow profiles to
account for uncharacteristically high or low flows. We also
investigated the predictions for FEF25−75, but the results are
not reliable. The percentage difference was many times above
10% from ideal. This is because the measurement relies on
accurate peak flow estimation and accurate FVC estimation in
the same curve. The current whistle designs are not well suited
for measuring FEF25−75. This also means that more work
must be carried out to claim that vortex spirometry is a reliable
management tool for tracking small airway obstruction. Based
upon these results, vortex spirometry may only be indicated for
tracking large and moderate obstruction via PEF and FEV1.

HUMAN SUBJECTS TRIAL
Several studies have been conducted which focus on the eval-
uation of vortex whistles. However, the majority have focused
on the evaluation of channel mediums [16] or the analysis of
their reliability and accuracy [28]. Up until this study, however,
no study has evaluated human interaction with vortex whistles.
There are many unknowns about the human perspective on
vortex whistles, such as how they are perceived and their ease
of use in terms of both learning how to use the whistle and
how to continue to use it over time.

Experiment Design
The core of the IRB approved human subjects trial centered
around evaluating the subjective cognitive load experienced by
participants as they performed a full spirometry effort. Cog-
nitive load is a good indication of task difficulty for tasks
requiring physical effort, mental effort, and coordination. As
such, in our studies we want to quantify perceived difficulty
in learning to perform spirometry with and without a vortex
whistle—cognitive load can therefore be a helpful indicator.
Furthermore, we wanted to gather information about how
coaching affected overall cognitive load (i.e., is it more dif-
ficult to learn spirometry from a whistle than from a clinical
spirometer?). Participants were divided into three groups:

• Control Group: an initial spirometry effort is performed
using a clinical spirometer with experimenter coaching pro-
vided before, during, and after each effort.

• Whistle with Experimenter group: an initial spirometry
effort is performed using our 3D-printed vortex whistle with
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experimenter coaching provided before, during, and after
each effort.

• Whistle with Digital Coaching group: an initial spirome-
try effort is performed using our 3D-printed vortex whistle.
Coaching is provided exclusively via a smartphone applica-
tion. No human experimenter coaching is provided.

The trial utilized several types of spirometers; a clinical
spirometer, our 3D-printed vortex whistle, and the injection-
molded DigiDoc Asthma Whistle. While the clinical spirom-
eter performed analysis on the device itself, a smartphone
application was developed to handle audio recording and pre-
processing for use with the both vortex whistles.

Initial Procedures
Figure 10 shows the timeline of steps for each group. After
reading and signing the study consent form, participants were
given a brief demographic survey consisting of information
such as age, sex, height, weight, whether they had been di-
agnosed with asthma or COPD, and whether they smoked.
Some of this data were used with the clinical spirometer for
estimation of expected performance values. In addition, the
survey included several questions pertaining to exclusion cri-
teria, such as whether the participant had used a rescue inhaler
recently.

Initial Spirometry Test
Participants in the control group were given a brief introduc-
tion to spirometry and were instructed on the usage of the
NDD EasyOne® Plus clinical spirometer. Throughout the
duration of the test, the experimenter provided feedback, en-
couraging the participant to focus on the initial blast of the
effort and to continue exhaling until the spirometer provided
feedback to end the effort. If participants were physically able,
this process continued until 3 reproducible efforts had been
performed.

Participants in the Whistle with Experimenter group were
given a 3D-printed vortex whistle and an experimenter pro-
vided an introduction to spirometry and how to perform an
effort. The experimenter would then introduce the participant
to the 3D-printed whistle as well as the smartphone app. Dur-
ing efforts, the experimenter was unable to provide audible
coaching to avoid interfering with audio recordings. However,
coaching gestures, such as hand gestures and mouthing words,
were used to encourage the participant to exhale fully and
continue for the full duration of an effort.

Participants in the Whistle with Digital Coaching group
were also given a 3D-printed vortex whistle, however, no
introduction to spirometry or coaching was performed by the
experimenter. Instead, participants in this group were asked to
utilize a digital coaching system embedded within the smart-
phone app. Digital coaching consists of three primary sections:
background info, training, and testing. The background info
portion discusses the importance of measuring lung function
and the basics of spirometry. Training goes into detail re-
garding how to perform a spirometry effort and test, common
issues to try and avoid, and ends with a video demonstrating
how to use the 3D-printed vortex whistle with the smartphone
app. Finally, the participant takes a brief quiz covering all the

Figure 10. Left: Overview of the experimental timeline for each group.
Right: question with multiple-choice-answers and response feedback
used in the Digital Coaching group.

material presented to them. After completing the coaching,
the participant is asked to complete a spirometry test with the
whistle without asking the experimenter spirometry-related
questions.

Subjective Cognitive Load Evaluation
At the end of the initial spirometry test, participants of all
groups were asked to complete the NASA Task Load Index
(TLX) regarding their use of the initial device (i.e., a spirom-
eter or whistle depending on the group). The TLX measures
workload based on six subscales: mental demands, physical
demands, temporal demands, performance, effort, and frustra-
tion [1]. Data analysis for the TLX is performed by identifying
weight values and then using those values in conjunction with
ratings for each of the subscales to calculate an overall sub-
jective cognitive workload. The values from this analysis are
used to determine the perceived cognitive load of learning
spirometry in each group. Subjects are asked to focus on the
task of learning and then performing the spirometry maneuver
while completing the NASA TLX.

Additional Testing
After completion of the NASA TLX, participants in the control
group were given a 3D-printed whistle and participants of the
experimental groups were given the clinical spirometer. Using
the provided device, the participant then performed a full
spirometry effort with coaching from the experimenter.

Following the completion of the second test, all participants
are asked to perform a final spirometry test using the DigiDoc
Asthma Whistle. During this test, participants have typically
developed a firm understanding of how to perform an effort,
but are still coached by the experimenter through the test.

The clinical spirometer provides automatic grading of test
quality (A through F). Three reproducible maneuvers are re-
quired to attain a grade of “C" and, depending on other criteria
such as reaching peak flow quickly and sustaining the maneu-
ver for six seconds, participants can achieve higher grades. If
participants were unable to produce a session quality of C or
better on the clinical spirometer for reasons other than physical
limitation, their data were excluded from the study. This oc-
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curred for two participants that would not follow experimenter
feedback and appeared unmotivated to participate.

Exit Survey
Upon completion of the final spirometry test, participants
were asked to complete an exit survey. The survey consisted
of several questions pertaining to their experience performing
spirometry tests, whether they would prefer to use a clinical
spirometer or a vortex whistle if asked to perform a test daily,
and which of the utilized vortex whistles was preferred. Sev-
eral analyses of this data can be seen in the following section.

Results
We enrolled 21 participants, two of which were excluded
for failing to perform a reproducible spirometry maneuver.
Another participant met exclusion criteria because of recent
use of a fast acting inhaler. Of the remaining 18 participants,
ten were male and eight were female. Each of the three study
groups consisted of six participants.

One of the focal points of the study was evaluating cognitive
load. Overall cognitive load data from the NASA TLX, which
is represented by a value between 0 and 100, was calculated
for different groupings which can be seen in the swarm and
box plots in Figure 11. Also shown are the level of frustration
users reported and the perceived performance at completing
the task. The results indicate that subjective cognitive load
was relatively consistent across all study groups and that the
use of a vortex whistle marginally increased cognitive load
compared to the clinical spirometer. Although sample size
is small increasing the likelihood of erroneously concluding
there is no difference between groups, we can qualitatively
see that the cognitive load from using a vortex whistle is not
unduly high compared to a clinical spirometer.

Perceived performance on the spirometer was much lower
than other groups, likely because of the feedback given to
the users by the clinical spirometer. Perceived performance
was highest in the Whistle and Digital Coaching group, most
likely because participants did not receive feedback from the
experimenter when they performed an invalid effort (i.e., they
were unaware of poor performance). These observations also
explain the difference in frustration levels—the feedback from
the spirometer, while helpful in gauging performance, may be
a source of frustration.

In addition to cognitive load, another focus of the human
subjects trial was to evaluate the ability of participants to learn
how to perform a reproducible spirometry test (i.e., a grade
of C or better). For subjects that learned the maneuver on
the vortex whistle (i.e., subjects not in the control group), we
asked them to compare their initial performance on the whistle
after they had been coached to perform the maneuver with
the clinical spirometer. All subjects reported they internalized
the spirometry maneuver differently after getting feedback
from the clinical spirometer. Given the chance to repeat the
tests with the whistle, participants stated that they would have
given a more maximal effort. Many participants mentioned
that the audible feedback from the clinical spirometer was
helpful for understanding when the effort had ended—they
suggested emulating this in our smartphone application. From

Figure 11. Swarm and box plot of NASA TLX participant responses for
perceived performance, frustration, and overall weighted cognitive load.

this result, we can conclude that subjects are more likely to
internalize a valid effort if they learn on a clinical spirometer.
More research is required to understand if vortex whistles can
be used reliably at home after learning how to perform a valid
effort. Learning spirometry through a digital coach is also an
open research topic as our digital coaching protocol appeared
to be ineffective.

Roughly 65% of participants reported that they preferred one
of the vortex whistles over the clinical spirometer. When
asked which of the two whistles participants preferred, 72%
preferred the DigiDoc Asthma Whistle over the 3D-printed
whistle, suggesting the user experience of our whistle can be
improved. When asked for additional feedback about this
choice, participants mentioned aesthetics like the rubber grip
and “solid feel" of the DigiDoc whistle.

CONCLUSION
We presented a novel 3D-printed vortex whistle design and
evaluated the design using a commercial pulmonary wave-
form generator. Moreover, we conducted human subjects test
to show the difficulty of the whistle compared to traditional
spirometry. We conclude that vortex whistles are low-cost,
portable alternatives to clinical spirometers for managing mod-
erate airway obstruction. Our whistle design underwent multi-
ple iterations and evolved from a basic vortex whistle design
to one that can accommodate a wide range of flow rates. Ad-
ditionally, the final whistle design allows for the post-hoc
identification of the beginning and end of an effort; data that
can be used to identify moderate airway obstruction.

Our human subjects trial suggests that users’ cognitive load
when using our whistle is comparable to a clinical spirometer.
Moreover, data collected from the exit survey revealed that
nearly two-thirds of all participants preferred a vortex whistle.

In the future, a longitudinal study evaluating the use of a vortex
whistle and associated smartphone app may open additional
doors for studies investigating the impact of performing daily
spirometry tests on the management and treatment of asthma.
This study could focus on the identification of triggers and,
when combined with the use of daily symptom diaries, may
provide physicians with valuable, long-term data collected on
a daily basis about the lives of patients living with asthma;
information which is currently unattainable.
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